Titan Web Holds

Where to see your holds:

1. Go to https://uwosh.edu/

2. Hover over “Titan Services”

3. Select “Titan Web”

4. Click “Titan Web Student Information”

5. Log into your Titan Web account

6. You’ll find your holds on your Titan Web Student Center (the first page you see after logging in). See the red box below
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7. Click “Details” to learn more about the hold and what you need to do for it to be removed

Holds that prevent adding classes:

**Admissions Hold on Enrollment** – means a final transcript required for admission has not been received. Hold cannot be removed until that transcript is received by the admissions office.
**Contact:** admissions@uwosh.edu

**Departmental Advisor Hold** – means you need to meet with your advisor to have the hold removed.
**Contact:** your Academic Advisor (see “How to Find Assigned Advisor” instructions).

**Financial Obligation** – means there is non-payment of fees. Hold cannot be removed until paid in full or payment arrangements are made.
**Contact:** sa@uwosh.edu

**Title IX Education** – means the required "EVERFI Sexual Assault Prevention" online training program is not complete. Check your university email for further details on the program or go to https://uwosh.edu/wellness/prevention-everfi/.
**Contact:** Gabrielle Schwartz, schwartgz@uwosh.edu